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By KISHA DUNN
Staff Writer
A University of Central Florida football player
was arrested at a fraternity party Aug. '1.7.
Emil Ekiyor, defensive end for the Knights, was
charged with simple battery after his involvement
in a fight at the party. He was released on a $500
bond, with arraignment set for Sept. 17.
Gene McDowell, UCF football head coach, said
Eki yor had gotten into a fight with Delares Montgomery, who is not a student, because Montgomery allegedly pushed Ekiyor's girlfriend.
Ekiyor refused to comment.
Montgomery was taken to a hospital where he
was treated for back injuries and released.
Ekiyor is being punished by McDowell for ...l 'V~~~n~~&M
missing curfew while he spent the night in jail. As iJ
a result, Ekiyor's curfew is now 9 p.m. McDowell · :m
said that he would decide later when to take Ekiyor
off the extended curfcw.
=···
"It takes two to make a fight..l'm not going to
assume his guilt," McDowell said. "It is not my job

By JIM TRAMONTANA
Staff Writer
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the university.
McDowell said, "It would be wrong of me to do
anything without knowing the details."
Any punishment will be declared in administrative hearings. Punishments range from written
warnings to expulsion.
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The University police department is looking
for a man suspected of stealing wallets, checkbooks and purses from offices on campus.
Police are not positive of the man's identity.
However, they have made a composite sketch
of the man based on the
descriptions of a suspicious
looking man seen in the area
at the time of the thefts.
A bookbag belonging to
faculty member Ram
Mohapatra was stolen from
his office in Phillips Hall,
Aug. 18. Two books, a
suspect
checkbook and a student's
tenn paper were taken.
Frank Nizic of housekeeping saw a man go
into the elevator near the suspected time of the
theft. Nizic rode the same elevator up a few
minutes later. When Nizic left the elevator, the
suspect stepped into the elevator and went to
another floor. 1bis happened again a few minutes later.
Besides this incident, there have been six
othertheftsofbookbags, checkbooks and purses
since Aug. 13.

...............~;,;i;i;i;i;i;i;~;,;i;i;i;i;i;i;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dive club paddles through UCF 's unchartered .waters
o The newly
formed club gives
students the opportunity to travel and
explore.
By JILL QUINZI
Staff Writer
The UCF Dive Club offers
scuba divers adventure, experience, discounts on rental gear
and trips and dive trips every
weekend to different areas
around the state.
The club has over242 members on its roster this semester,
compared to eight or nine active members at the beginning
of last year.
"We've more than doubled
our membership in the past
three weeks," said Andrew
Ratliff, president of the club.
Members of the club must be
certified divers, and dues are
$10 per semester year.
Oub members receive membership cards which can be used
for discounts at local dive
shops. Group rates are also
given on dive trips.

Some popular dive spots for
the club are the Keys, West
Palm Beach, Venice Beach,
Rainbow River and Ginnie
Springs.
The club's most re~ent trip
was to Devil's Den,_near Ocala,
Sept. 12.
Upcomingtripsinclude Vero
Beach, West Palm Beach, Crys- ·
tal River and Looe Key Marine
Sanctuary.
The club dives at a maximum depth of 60 feet on most
dive trips, v.T!lich is the recommended depth for divers wi~
basic certification.
"Thfs depth allows for more
time underwater and enables
you to see a lot more lifewhich makes it worth it," said
Ratliff.
Advanced divers in the club
will be able to go on separate
trips so they can dive at a level
of up to 95 feet.
The dive club officially became a club last spring, when
Ratliff took over the position
as president.
"This is about the fourth or
Please see Dive, page 5

Dive Club President
Andrew Ratliff (above)
swims with a West
Indian manatee In the
Crystal River on a recent
trip. The club sponsors
many diving trips
through the year.
Another trip was to the
Rainbow River in
Dunellon. Ratliff and
members of the club
canoe to their diving
spot.
Photos courtesy of the Dive Club
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

CAREER EXPO.
•

·A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUD.ENTS ro GET . - ..
TOGl~THER WITH
EMPLOYERS TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND
E·MPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES·I
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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Partial ·List of Exhibitors:

.
I

AEROTEK, INC
AMC THEATERS
ARTHUR ANDERSON & CO.
ARTHUR ANDERSON TAX TECHNOLOGY GROUP ,
(AATTG)
ASHLEY ALUMINUM, INC.
BARNETT BANKS, INC. .
BOO SEIDMAN·
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHEILD OF FLORIDA, INC.- .
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
DENNY'S
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.. ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
F.N. WOLF & COMPANY
FBI
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
FIRST UNION NATIONALBANK OF FLORIDA
FLORIDA ENGINEERED CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
FOOT LOCKER
· H.C. BRILL COMPANY, INC.
HARRIS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS SECTOR
HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR
JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES
KEMPER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
KMART CORPORATION
KPMG PEAT MARWICK
KRG&G
LECHTERS, INC.
LEESBURG REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
LOGICON EAGLE TECHNOLOGY

MAJIK MARKET
MARRIOT'S ORLANDO WORLD CENTER
MERCK & COMPANY, INC.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL
OLDE DISCOUNT CORPORATION
·OLSTEN STAFFING SERVICES
.. ORLANDO POLICE DEPARTMEN·,·
_·.'PEACE CORPPS OF THE UNITED STATES
·· PHYSICIAN SALES & SERVICE
PRICE WATERHOUSE
SCOTTY'S INC.
· SUN BANK OF TAMPA BAY
SUN BANK, N.A.
TACO BELL CORPORATION
TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, LP.
· . ..TGI FRIDAY'S, INC.
THE ORLANDO s·ENTINEL
THE SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY .
THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
UARCO, INC.
UNITED STATES NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
UNITED TELEPHONE OF FLORIDA
VISTANA RESORT
WALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
WALT DISNEY WORLD DOLPHIN HOTEL
WENDY'S INTERN1~T:ONAL, INC.
WHITEHALL LABORATORIES
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PROFESSIONAL ATIIRE RECCOMENDED

SPONSORED BY THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT JIM GRACEY* ADMIN 124 * UCF-2361
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Surf club
makes waves
against
competition
By SEAN PERRY
Contributing Writer
Boasting the number one·
ranked team in the state, the UCF
SurfQubprepares to make waves

across campus with an active
schedule, including competitions, fund-raisers and some
good-natured hell-raisfr•g on t'1e
East Coast.
"This is one oftlie largest, most
diverse groups on campus, and
our agenda should prove to be
one of the most active as well,"
said Matt McCreddie, chapter
president.
The SurfQub, whichhasmaintained a chapter at UCF since
1985, consists of 90-plus students from both coasts.
Fund-raisersareheldonaregular basis in order to sponsor the
teams that compete on the amateur level in the National Scholastic Surfing Foundation.
"Wenormallyfield two teams,
but due to the overwhelming
growth and popularity ofthe club,
we are increasing ii IO three traveling squads," McCreddie ~aid.
Other assistance is offered by

•

•
•

•

News Bits.
cation Building. Orienteering
Thursday: Movie-"Rainman" trail maps of the campus for
students are $ and $4 for non6:30 and 9 p.m./SAC
Friday: CAB 's One Day Cruise students. For more infonnation
Sunday: Movie-"Scent of a call Ron Eaglin for 697-2945.
Woman" 6:30 and 9 p.m./SAC
Tuesday: Special Gue~t: Special Library Collections
The following items will be
Speaker-Bob Harris 7p.m./
on display in the library through
SAC
Oct. I:
"The Art in Architecture
The 5th Annual Crime
Fatehpur Sikri: The Mughal
Prevention Fair
Imperial Ghost City" by ProThe 5th Annual Crime Prefessor Jagdish Chavda, "Health
vention Fair will be Wednesand Wellness" by Terri
day, Oct. 6, from 10 a.m. to 3
Langford, Student Health Serp.m. on the Student Center
vices, "Banned Books Week'"
Green. Sponsors include
by Carole Hinshaw, "Reference
WLOQ Radio, LAE, D and D
Librarian, Library, and InternaAssociates, HAASA, Collegiate.
tional Student Sharing" by
Village Inn, CAB and UCF StuJoanna McCully, Coordinator,
dent Government. Please fill out International Student Services.
a registration fonn and -return
by Sept. 17 to University Po- UCF Rowing
lice, Crime Prevention Unit,
The UCF Rowing team is in
P.O. Box 163550,0rlando,Fla. great need of people weighing
32816-3550.
70-120pounds to steer and command their boats. NO EXPERIOrienteering at UCF
ENCE IS NECESSARY! Both
The Florida Orienteering men and women are encouraged
Club and CAB will be sponsor- to become part of the team.
ing an Orienteering event at
The rowing team has been a
UCF on Sept. 25.
part of UCF forover20 years and
Long and short trails in be- has over adozenNational Chamginners, intermediate and ad- pionships. For more information
vanced orienteering will be of- about steering .a boat or to find
fered. Orienteering starts will ourmoreaboutbecoming an oarsbe from 9 am. to 11 :30 a.m. man, please contact Chris Wargo
The start and finish will be near at 823-8130 or Head Coach Denthe southwestcomeroftheF.du- nis Kamrad in HFA 202G.

Upcoming CAB Events

'

•

•
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•

L
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Photo court~s of Surf Club

Matt Mccredie surfs in the Natlonai Collegiate Surfing
Championships in California. UCF placed fourth.

Student Government, which
gives a grant of $I ,(XX) to cover
entry fees for state competitions.
University Surf and Sport Shop
offers discounts to club members and donates a percentage of
sales to the team.
SGalsog:wea$1,700 grantto
assist in travel expenses for the
squad to compete in last year's
national tournament in California. The team placed fourth overall.

"Student Govemmenthas been
behind us 100 percent. We are
happy to have them involved in
sponsoring our teams,"
McCreddie said.
In addition to sponsoring tournaments, the Surf Qub meets
Wednesdays in the UCF Arena
at 8:15 p.m. To kickoff the fall
term, the club will hold a charity

"Hot Tub Marathon" on the
green Sept 29 and 30 to benefit
the National Kidney Foundation.
With all oflast year's team
returning and the added talent
of University of Florida's top
surfer, Charles Mann, the team
seems to be in top fonn. The
squad swept the beaches of the
East coast last year. UCF ha'\
claimed four state titles since
1985.
Theyhaveneverplacedlower
than second.
Trials to select the three competing squads will be held on
Sept. 24.
"We are expecting to field
one of the most competitive
rerun:; ever at UCF and maybe
the best in the country this year,"
McCreddie said.
I
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Student
Government
elections to
seat future .
senators
By BRANDY PEKTOR
Staff Writer

University of Central Florida
students be_gan picking up petitions for a Student Government
Senate seat Monday.
Senate meetings, now held
6:30 p.m. Thursdays in the University Dining Room, are open
to all students.
With 50 Senate seats open
this year, 17 in the College of
· Arts and Sciences alone, interested students can stop by Room
155 in the Student Center for a
petition to run for the many
empty seats.
According to Senate Secretary Heather Lewis, there is "no
fee for running for Senate, and
campaigning is limited to

';

I
"

.
'

v

$100."

Unlike the executive and judicial positions in Student Government, senatorship is voluntary.
Their"primary function is the
allocation of funds to clubs and
organizations who are in need
of assistance," Wendy Wesley,
student government public relations officer, said in an Aug.
30 press release.
The Senate also approves the
appointment of justices, presidential cabinet officers, election commissioners and "the
$2.6 million activity and service fee budget," she said in the
release.
The $2.6 million comes from
the $5.15 per credit hour every
student pays which, according
to Wesley "is the lowest Activity and Service Fee in the state
of Aorida."
The Student Senate elections
will be held Oct. 5 and 6 on the
Main campus and Oct. 4, 5 and
6 at the area campuses.
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Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
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Adventures and exotic places
abound for UCF dive club
Dive from page 1

0

•

fifth incarnation of the dive club in the
past20 years here at UCF," said Ratliff.
That is why Ratliff is putting such
emphasis on recruitment this year.
"This club is unlike any other on
campus because it is very diverse; we
have members from every educational
interest and many different countries,"
said Ratliff.
The club plans to do a· Reef Relief
clean-up project in West Palm Beach.
Reef Relief is a non-profit organization
that sponsors the cleaning up of coral
reefs in Florida.
·
The club also would like to lay down
the foundations for a future dive pro. gram on campus.

At larger universities, dive programs
are mutli-million dollaroperations. The
programs usually include research on
future dive technology, dive instruction, and support for archaeology and
biology departments.
The programs usually also have their
own dive equipment and boats.
They are planning to offer a scuba
·discovery course for anyone and a refresher course to members Oct. 9.
The discovery course is for people
who have never dived, but want to learn
diving skills and get a feel for wearing
dive equipment.
The refresher course will be for club
members who need to become
refamiliarized with their skills or need
their equipment checked out.

~:< ~,.

..•

,

.

========~
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Photo courtesy of Dive Club

Dive Club members Alman Zalnal, Adrew Ratliff, Frank Cintron, Gary
Ashburn and Andy Abraham boat out to a div~ off of West Palm Beach.

Gay and lesbian union looks
for understanding, equality

•

•

By MICKIE MATRISCIANI tions is very supportive of their
· cause."
Staff Writer
Although the administration
The University of Central is supportive, students are still a ·
Florida, in an attempt to estab- bit conservative.
lish campus diversity, provides
"When fliers are posted, I find
a wide range of clubs and orga- myself reposting them a few
nizations to cater to every times a day," Jon said "Stustudent's interests.
dents who are closed-minded
"The Gay and Lesbian Stu- tear them off the walls and buldent Union is one example of letin boards.
an organization which is geared
"All of these fliers are aptoward supporting the gay com- proved and stamped by CAB,
munity at UCF," said GLSU and I am offended and feel that
President Jon, who wished to my right of free speech h~ been
remain anonymous.
denied," he said about the reSince 1976, the GLSU has moval of the fliers.
been successful in organizing a
The main focus of the group
group which
is friendship. The
plays an imGLSU is planportant role in
ning AIDS funda gay stu- UCF' s Gay & Lesbian- raisers and are
Student Union
going to · World
dent's i1fe.
"The union
AIDS ~ay.
is useful in
Groups such as
networking,
theGLSU are apmaintaining
pearing at other
friendships,
universities as
: JO<;C of the Earth's pnpulutifl11
serving as a
well. The Univeris lesbian. cav or bise.w al.
:\~'C ) • 1U?
support group
sity ofFlorida has
and ensuring
For More Information , Call
a group similar to
Jon @ 382-7943
that [gay and
theGLSU.
lesbian stu''Thirty perdents'] The GLSU fliers have been centoftheirmem- ·
voices are posted-and torn down- bers are straight
heard," Jon around campus.
and are there to
said.
help gays fight for
Jon says the GLSU is not a their rights," Jon explained.
dating service. "People who at"Students shouldn't be distend meetings aren't necessar- criminated against or afraid to
ily coming to find a date," Jon anend classes because of their
said. ''The union is open to all: sexuality.
gay or straight."
"I hope that in the future UCF
But is UCF prepared to have will be as supportive," he said.
a growing GLSU?
The future of the GLSU is
"Since student organizations dependent on the support it rereflect what UCF students' in- ceives from members and felterests are, I think it is very low students.
important for every student
"I only hope that GLSU helps
group to be represented," said other gays to develop self esApril Bonfanti, coordinator of teem, pride and, more imporclubs and organizations. 'There tantly, helps others understand
was no opposition to GLSU that we are people who just
when they petitioned a place at want to be treated equally," Jon
UCF, and Clubs and Organiza- said.
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·ARBOUR VILIAGE APARTMENTS
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS

.

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Private Clubhouse
• 2 pools & sauna

•

•
•
•

Complete fitness center
Sand volleyball court
Lighted tennis court
• Lighted basketball co~rt
• 2 laundry facilities

0

•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), turn
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left. .

•
•
•
•

•
•

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitehens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

illfrf~!~f~ 1:1:i: l!i!: : ;~J~~llllli.II1'Il1111.tllllllllllil[~fJ.[~l~fl

ilfil!i

In Mariner's Village Shopping Center

PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL! ZED CARE

GYN

EXAM
w

8:30 - 6:00pm
Monday - Friday
Saturday
9:00am - 2:00pm

380~9223

~mm
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Name change and celebrity visits highlight UCF's h"story
buffs, some would qualify for more accreditation for the one of Florida's most infaTrivial Pursuit.
school by offering a pro- mous celebrity couples and the
For instance, UCF's first gram for these players.
National Enquirer's present
coaching position was on a
It must have been a meal ticket-Burt Reynolds
voluntary basis.
pretty important issue be- and Loni Anderson-put in an
Not many qualified cause former Buffalo Bills appearance as the happy couple
coaches beat down the door and San Francisco 49ers at a later fund-raiser.
to fill this position.
running back O.J. Simpson
Of course, everyone knows
Also, at the time, qualified took the time to attend the what the academic symbol for
Florida high school players first athletic fund-raiser.
UCF is, right? (Hint: the Penot drafted at the bigger
The request for him to gasus).
Florida universities would go attend was made by former
to school out of state so they Buffalo Bills coach Lou
could play.
Saban, ~ho was UCF's
UCF saw a potential way bead coach.
to make more money and gain
In addition to Simpson,

By REBECCA THOMAS
Staff Writer

A major reason why Pegasus was selected had to do
with the space program on the
East coast and the engineering
program.
As UCF continues to grow,
even more riveting facts will
be put in o the archives to
quench the ever-curious and
insatiable mind indicative of
today's college student

"Go FTU Knights!"
Doesn't readily flow
from the tongue, does it?
Yet had it been up to the
engineering students of the
class of 1968, this would
have remained the battle cry
forever and always.
Those who are not engineering students would find
themselves without classes
to skip.
Their reason for opposing the change was that
BY AREA CODE • AT 0 WIDE
without the word "technical" in the title of the university, engineers felt that
they wouldn't get jobs after
e.Jer. 575
graduation.
Only $2 Per Minute
: :: ! i : : : : : : : : :: :: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
-;.
Luckily, or maybe not
• Private Mail Boxes • Bulletin Board • Get Personal Phone Nos.
so luckily, more than 80 of
WOMANSWEAR
MENSWEAR
~
Avalon Comm., Fl Laud., FL. • 305-525-0800 • 18 or Older
Orlando's citizens felt
Hardcore,
A._.
strongly enough about the
f/"~
_
Bulletproof, ~ ~ •
city's need for a wellNobody knows standanJizcd
+
118 f & lit & Dd;<ated
lcsl.s like we do. Kaplan
rounded college.
employs lhc l.irgesl research
They each pledged
staff in the test prep
5
$10,000 and The University -_:
business-to study, observe,
I Women Swimwear I
vI~~
~~
I IO% uThe~ 1
~'~ ..,.
.
I
0
15 I
I
I
•
+
lr.:tck, dissect, imulatc and
of Central Florida was born.
+
I 0 ff
~
explain stmul:mlizr'<l tests.
Week II
II .J
~ 20%0 0 ff II .
Dr. Trevor Colboum, a :-;" -·~ ~-'€$<~ IL _______
_.1
L _______ _J
.......
Then we !each you
~
Comer of University & Alafaya
~· • .o •••
professor of history at UCF : i[J~
what we know.
:
)HO{~
Between McDona.ld's and UC6 movie theatre ~
.
and former UCF president,
That's what we Jo . .
380-7427
sauer
~~
spends approximately 20 '.Ask-For-.
That's all we: Jo. Ami we'\'e
:: Todd or Joe
Bodyboards
Skateboards
· ••
+
percent of his time gather- :~::. :: :: : : : : : : : : : :: :: :: : :: : : : : :: :: : : : : :: : : :: ::: : : : : : : : ; : :: :..;~-; ...,;.
been doing it :mcces. fullv
for over 50 year. .
•.
ing such facts about the univ~rsity to be used as archives for research.
The archives are being
constantly added to and updated as more information
is gathered through what Dr.
Colbourn refers to as "oral
history."
Oral history, simply
stated, is history based on
interviews.
Information is gathered
from former university
presidents, regents and comGRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
munity leaders who aided
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1 ·800·KAP·TEST
in the growth of UCF over
the years.
;.~: :~.-/, :.~; .:~·-.,,~· .:' .-:~·_,:;.··,'~ :~·-,~-,:.~·=:=~r.··c:;~=.:·.:,~ ;:·~,-.:~)'_:.;'~·:~;_..'~:_..'~:.-,~·:'::..:
1.r,=.:~ :·.~ -.:·:,_·:~·'=:.'~ ·•: ·1,:;:.·_.,~:'·;.:_,;='.:~·~_ .-,~_:· .~: student s pec1·al '• •' '• ~1@1@1mrn::m:1~1~:mit:~:
l~~~~~r;~~~r~;j;~~~~~~~~11~ ~ ~ ~ ~1~~~~}
Although the majority of
information gathered would
be considered rather dry to
THE
most who are not history

. SU«)tea
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It's Time To Call ..

-900-950-9567.,
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Successful
test-takers
like the
test-makers.
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'ENSYS'

,----.FREE____ \

'"PROBLEM SOLVING COURSES.)
FALL 93

-

ENGINEERING - CORE :

MATHEMATICS I PHYSICS

• STATICS

• CALCULUS 1

!•

l•
I•
I

ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL ;

• DYNAMICS

• THERMODYNAMICS 2

CALCULUS 3

• THERMODYNAMICS

• STRUCTURES ANALYSIS

..

SUPER DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

I • ENGINEERING

1

PHYSICS 2

I

ANY ANNUAL
PROGRAM WITH THIS
COUPON STUDENTS

I
I
I
I

l!~~~~~~~~-)

• Slaird imbets

•Tai><> Bikes
•Sprint Circuit Training
• Body Building
• WeighLLl>ss
•JuiceBar
• Nmse:ry
•Private Loclcers
•Private Showers

• FLUID - MECHANICS
• THERMO - FLUIDS

s

• MECHANICS OF MA TERfALS

E
M
0

• PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

COURSES BEGIN :

AUGUST 7

REGISTRATION DEADLINE :

SEPTEMBER 20

I !ENSYS)coRPORATION

COURSE : src.~v.u C:J
HOT liSE . . . . . . . !'1-t=.1'

:

orncr . . . . . . .. 657-61:s

6582 UNh' [liS ITY !:LVD.

I

ENROLL\IENT WITH

• FLUID MECHANICS 2

CALCULUS 2

I • ENGINEERING PHYS[CS

I

I

I
I
I
I

• Friendly Atmosphere
• Personal Training
• Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
• Free Weights
•Aerobics
• Exercise i..')'cles
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MON-THURS

HOURS
6 AM-11 PM
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

9 AM-8 PM

6 AM -10 PM

SUNDAY 12 PM 5 PM
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6615 E. COLONIAL P.8. • ORI.ANDO, FL 32807 • 658-8000
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Laughter rings out
as Theatre Sports
plays Wild Pizza
ByROSIBEL
MONSERRATE
Staff Writer

•
..

•

•

Four hundred students
packed into the Wild Pizza
Sept. 7 for a night of laughter and adventure.
As part of the Tuesday
Night Live series, Campus
Activities Board presented
Theatre Sports.
To mark the beginning of
the show, Tootsie Rolls
were thrown into the audience.
Three members of the audience were selected as
judges for the night's two
teams-the Singing Cats and
Those Who Have.
Both teams of improvisational comedic actors battled
to create the most entertaining scene based on audi~nce
suggestions.
The judges scored each
scene from 1 to 5 to determine the night's winner.
For example, the referee
·a sked "Whal 's your favorite
Christmas gift?" and a member of the audience replied
"a doll.; ' As part of this
competition, one of the
teams created a one-word
story.
A one-word story is created one word at a timeeach member adds a word
that relates to the word said
by the last team member to
create a story.
As part of the "Fill in the
Blank" scene, two members
of the audience were selected to participate.
Tim and Jessica-the audiew:e members-assisted
the team by calling . out a
word each time they were
tapped on the shoulder.
In another scene, a member of the audience provided
sound effects for a scene
created by the players.
Those Who Have played
out a "Forward and Reverse"
scene. Each time "forward"
was called out, the team
played their scene normally,
and each time "reverse" was
called, out the actors played
thei1 scene out backward.
In Theatre Sports, the actors are saved by the '"Pink
Shoe of Salvation," which
is tossed at the end of a notso-grcat scene a_nd the playing of the Hallelujah Chorus. The pink shoe was not
used Tuesday night.
However, the "Scumbag"
was used once during the
show. The "Scumbag" is a
brown paper bag with a face
drawn across the front. The
bag must be worn by any
player who uses sex

'Vc've
moved!!!
As of
today,
the offices of
the Future are
in the
University
Shoppes
Shopping
Center
across
the
street
from
·UCF!!!
Our
ne\v
address
is 12243
University
Blvd.

gratutiously or uses foul language during a scene .
The final score was 45 to
31, with Those Who Have
beating Singing Cats.
"I think the show went
great,,, Tony Whitten, director of popular entertainment,
said. "There were tons of
people, it was a funny show
and everyone had fun."
He added that Theatre
Sports is a local show, so
students can easily go down- ,
town to see the show again.
Theatre Sports was first
bro.u ght to Orlando three
years ago by the SAK Theatre. Theatre Sports is very
popular right now, and its
popularity continues to
grow, according to Terry
Olson, managing director of
SAK.
Olson considers Theatre
Sports the long-e st running
show in Orlando. ·.
SAK Theatre presents 10
Theatre Sports sho.ws each
week. SAK is located in
downtown Orlando at 45 E.
Church Street.
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Itching to get your hands on some cash? Great Western
Bank has ~n ATM by the Administration Building. It operates
24 hours a day, 7 days a week It accepts any ATM card that
bears a CIRRUS: STAR SYSTEM'' or PLUS"symbol. There's
no charge vyhen you use a Great Western Bank ATM card at
our ATMs. To get your card, simply open a checking account
with us. Great Western.We'll always be there.
.
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"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping metake care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that l~t me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. Mywork hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something i_n Accounting , Industrial Engineering , 1.S. or
Customer Service.
"N.o other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them . Get
what you need to get your diploma."
Applicants are being considered
. for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. ups·is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F/Disabled
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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. -Racism's significance is not always apparent
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y college algebra
class had just let out.
As I walked slowly to
the exit of the Health and Physics Building, I noticed an audience ofstudents and faculty star- said in a voice too loud to be considered a whisper, "Why
ing out at a cold, black sky and is he wearing that? All white people aren't prejudiced!"
the heavy rain drenching any- Girlfriend, if that's what the boy was trying to say, he
thing that dare venture outward. I, too, joined the audi- would have worn a T-shirt that read, "All white people
ence with the assumption that this was merely a passing are prejudiced."
I am a very passive African-American student. I'm
shower.
After a half an hour of brief cordials with passersby, not offended by much. Honestly, Ross Perot's "YOU
dreaming about the weather at the beach and reading PEOPLE" did not bother me at all, and if you call me a
small passages from "I Know Why the Caged Bird "nigger," you obviously don't know what one is. But
Sings." I found myself, and the audience, still trapped nonetheless, to an African-American, the words on the
under the shelter. Just as I had begun to wonder why the T-shirt were not as funny as the mere fact that this is a
hell they call Rorida the " Sunshine State," an African- situation nearly every Black male has experienced. That
American student, a boy, walked past me wearing, in itself brings the humor. The laughter from the other
perll.aps, the funniest T-shirt I have ever seen. The shirt students affirmed my assumption. For a split second, I
was faded black and centered in big, white letters were learned that I had something in common with those few
the words ,"No, White Lady, I'm not going to take your people I had never met before in my life. I knew why they
were laughing, and vice versa. Those who stared at us
purse!''
like
we had no reason to laugh didn't, and may never,
Shannon, that's not funny!!!
understand
the humor we found evident
Depends. From which point of view are you looking?
To be perfectly honest, I feel the T-shirt should have
The expressions on the faces of the people in the
read"
No, White Lady, I am not going to take your purse/
crowd changed as the boy walked through. Most people
steal
your
car/rape you/kill you/marry your daughter." I
fol1Iled a borderline outraged/offended expression, while
other students, mostly black, myself included, had to don't feel that all white women are racist, but these are
common fears that have been expressed to me verbally
cover our mouths to keep from laughing out loud.
and through body language during my life. I know what
Why the difference you ask?
a woman looks like, and I can definitely recognize a
Background and experience.
The sorority girl in front of me turned to her friend and woman fearfully clutching onto her purse. I've been
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there, my sisters and brothers (that means everyone).
I have recently been told that racism does not exist
anymore. Hint: Never tell an African-American that
racism does not exist If anyone out there has just woken
up from a 100-year nap and believes that prejudice is a
"thing of the past," go the hell back to sleep. I will be the
first to. acknowledge the great advancements of every
minority and ethnic group since their arrival in the
Promiseland, but I will undoubtedly and unhesitantly
proclaim that" Honeychile... (my grandmothersays that
a lot) ...Honeychile, we've got a long way to go." Our
streets are still not paved with gold, and we are not as free
as some people like to think we are.
I do consider myself a modem-day student civil rights
activist, and I feel somewhat bad for those who tire of me
frequently expressing my views of racial tension, almost
habitually, because I will continue to do so until I
recognize a noticeable change in American mentality
(that, also, means everyone).
Perhaps in fifty years, after a decline in racial tension
has occurred, an African-American male will find thatTshirt and not understand its significance. Maybe in the
future he won't find the T-shirt humorous. But for now
anyway, we do laugh, because it's the only thing we can
do to keep from going crazy.
For those who enjoyed this article, it may be somewhat of a relief to know that someone else understands
the humor in this particular situation and the evident
drama that surrounds our everyday lives. For those
offended by this reJ)9rt, I didn't really expect you to
understand, but I do expect you to try.
Peace, my sisters and·brothers.

In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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RAPE MISREPRESE1'"TED
In the 9/1/93 issue of the Future,
Justin r;>elias writes, "I have not seen
many women in NOW that I would
want to rape anyway." Just who would
Delias want to rape? The "beautiful
young ladies ... who attend UCF?"
Though he states, "rape is a horrible
thing," Delias has no difficulty turning
it into a misogynist (yes, he is a misogynist) joke at the expense of the largest
group in the country lobbying for
women's rights.
Delias' idea of what rape is-something you deserve if you "willingly accept" an "invitation to go out at 2 a.m.
and laterwil1ing accompany" your date
"to his room"-is antiquated and dangerous.
How many times do we have to say
it? No means no. Period.
Rape is not the outcome of uncontrollable physical attraction, it is an act
of violence. Delias is as guilty of misrepresenting rape as he accuses Jones

Letters to the editor
He states "I have not seen many
of being. Testosterone can not be used
to e~cusc rape any more than it can be woman in NOW that I would want to
rape anyway."
used to prove-it.
What the hell does that mean?
Through he claims to be arguing that
Assuming he is heterosexual, if his
Mike Tyson did not get a fair trial and
should therefore be heard on appeal, girlfriend or another woman he found
Delias is really arguing that Tyson is to be good-looking was a member of
innocent of rape because Desire Wash- NOW, would he want to rape her? Betington deserved it. The only "fair trial" . ter think about it.
Next, I want to address points that
in Deli as' opinion is one in which the
were
made in Delias' article.
jurors and judge are as ignorant about
·Point
One: who are you to say
rape as he is.
Jessica Pinkman whether or not the judge in the Mike
Woman's Studies Tyson rape trial would have an objecJessica Pinkman is the president of tive point of view?
Point Two: a person's past has noththe UCF chapter of NOW.
ing to do with the one time she was
THETRUTHABOUTRAPE raped. If she says no, that means no sex!
Point Three: itdoesn 't matterwhether
or
not a. person has wealth and influJustin Deli as· article "Changing sex
roles leave justice behind" in the Sept. ence. he can still commit rape-which
1 issue of the Future starts out rela- is not a "desperate act," but usually an
tively well. But by the fourth para- act of power and control.
Point Four: "No hard evidence. "Rape
graph, he staned to sound typically
statistics
in this country are horrifying.
male.

I
Thousands go unreported because a
woman has to prove it, and no one
believes her. She has to have physical
damage, etc. If a person says she was
raped, that is enough.
Justin, put yourselfin a rape victim· s
place. You were sodomized. You have
no physical damage to your body. You
were just crushed against the floor with
a cloth stuck in your mouth. Are you
going to run to the cops and have sperm
scraped out your rectum? Now you
have to prove to the courts, your friends
and family that you didn't "want it."
Think about it.
One in four women will go through
this in their lives. Maybe your mother
or sister.
I don't agree with the entire justice
system either. But you must read up on
the subject of rape before you judge
someone concerning it. Go speak with
a rape victim first.
Justine Dickinson
Art major

0
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Clinton's National
Service Plan fails to
provide promised aid

P

resident Qinton got his wish with the recent
passage of the National Service Act. Unfonunately, the act does not live up to Qinton's
promise of an opportunity for every American to get a
college education.
Instead, in its first year, the act will only provide
money for 25 ,000 students. That number does not
reach out to all students at the University of Central
Florida, much less the entire nation.
He said the number would be raised to 150,000
students by 1997' but that still would not cover the
majority of students attending Florida universities.
The bill also says the money would go to students
in exchange for community service. Students would
be paid a minimum wage stipend, by grants from the
Cmporation for National Service, and would receive
health and child care.
Since when did "community service" and the word
"volunteer" mean a minimum wage job with benefits?
Health care and child care for volunteers? Try to find a
part-time job in the private sector that gives out
benefits. It won't happen. That is why part-time jobs
exist in many cases. Over 20 hours per week and
benefits must be provided-not under 20 hours.
· There is also no stipulation on how the money will
be processed. According to the limited infonnation
released about the selection process, st1dcn~3 v/ill be
given the money if they can get a job approved by a
board.
What is not taken into account will be the student's
family assets, race,. other financial aid awards and
anything else that usually determines a student's
financial aid package. In other words, the people who
need the money will get passed over if they can't get a .
job.
In al!dition to all the other problems with this bill, it
just simply costs too much. The proposal will cost,
according to original estimates by the administration,
$394 million. While this is a relatively minor amount
compared to other government programs, a breakdown of the costs will show the problem.
In just the cost of the money given to tuition, the
government will spend .approximately $118 million:
The cost of the minimum wage stipend for "volunteer- ·
ing" will be about $110 million. That leaves about
$166 million for administration costs and health care.
In our time of"reinventing government," this is too
much money to spend paying people to run the
program.
At least this president is trying to do something
with our eroded education system. Unfonunately, itis
not enough and is too wasteful.
As Mary McKinnley said, "The program as funded
is only a tip of the iceberg." What our government
needs to do is truly provide for all people to get an
education, not just a small minority.
Our country would greatly benefit from the work of
these volunteers and the education they would gain.
However, our tax money should not go to paying
people to work.
The government needs to cut down the administration costs, expand the students who will be helped,
and eliminate the stipend. There also needs to be
standards for applicants applying for financial aid. We
feel these changes are necessary if students are to be
truly aided.
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was headed to the library in my sweat-soaked
shirt, happy that the hike from my car was
almost over. As I do every week, I picked up a
copy of The Central Florida Future and proceeded to the
third floor sofas where I read. I glanced over the headlines and touched on a few interesting news articles and
then I was hit by the wave.
"The Wave,···· as I call it, is the collection of opinion
columns that have recently appeared. The topics ranged
from ~x. money, and animal rights, to the truly philosophical topics of''The Price is Right" and how Pay-PerView "sucks."
I'm not knocking the writers. I think it's great that we
live in a country where people can express their opinion.
I actually thought it was so great that I decided to do it
myself. The only difference is, I'm coming from the
other side of the block. It's time to change the channel
from all this liberal garbage and step back and take a
look.
Isn't this just a wonderful world we live in. One can
just look around and see how truly joyful people are and
how the morals and ethics of our society are just so in
line. I wish that were true. The unfortunate truth is that
from the era of sex, drugs, and rock-n-roll, we have
blossomed into the era of rape, thrash/hate music, and
"Do whatever it takes to feel good,, society.
We live in a world where every person is their own
God and the needy are left by the wayside. Where words
like "honesty" and "integrity" are frequently spoken, yet
seldom backed up with actions. Where men and women
seek to fill the void in their lives with cheap sex, alcohol,
and causes like political correctness, and where a tree
somewhere in a forest has more rights than the unborn
child. Rome w'}S once a great society similar to this, and
its ruins survive as a testament for us today.
People tell me that this is progress. People tell me that
society has grown out of its old close-minded self and that
it's time to be open and accepting. The way I see it, an
open mind that does not pose questions or have standards
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is like a trash bin without a lock-everyone :who comes
by can dump in it. Thi~ js a dangerous thing in a society
. where homicidal maniacs, sexual deviants, and rndical
fringe philosophies get more exposure than our own
president.
·
According to society, we as humans have even lost our
own willpbwer. They say we must issue condoms, not
teach abstinence. Why? Have we gotten so "open" and
"knowledgeable" that we cannot abstain from sex at a
time when AIDS plagues our population? We have the .
illus1on L"1at our society has risen to the mountain tops
when in reality we have fallen into a pit.
We need to bring moral and ethi_cal standards back to
our society. Departure from biblically-based ethics in the
'50s and '60s has snowballed into a morally corrupt
country. This should worry us because history proves
thatthe ethical decline of a people is soon followed by the
demise·of the nation. This country was founded on Godly
pri~ciples by Godly men who intended God's word as
our standard and the Bible as the principle textbook in
schools. When we departed from this, we effectively
pulled the handle, and now society is being flushed down
the toilet.
Is the sewer all we have to look forward to? We are
a people climbing the ladderofli fe just trying to getto the
top. The only problem is we haven't propped our ladder
against the right wall. We haven't leaned it against God
and we haven't sought to go higher for him. We are
seeing consequences of this now as violent crimes involving kidnapping, bondage, rape, murder, and even
cannibalism grow more frequent. This leads me to ask
you these questions:
Would we be selfishandgreedyifwelovedGodfirst?
Would we have racism and gender wars if we loved our
neighbor as ourselves? Would we embrace immorality if
we hated sin?
Distribution Manager
Ad Production
Advertising Manager ·
Advertising Sales

Cynthia Conlin
Steve Turner
Chad Deckard
Justin Delias, Dave Bauer

Staff Writers: Gary Bowie, Tom Boyston, Jr., Kisha Dunn,
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GREEK CORNER

FOR SALE

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Congrats Miss Orlando Jen
Payne!

For sale-Apple lmagewriter with
2 boxes of paper, $150. Call 2492206.

CLUB INFO
Do you scµba dive? When was
the last time? The UCF Dive Club
dives often and dives cheap! Call
Andrew for details @ 382-8007.
Check for meeting times on bulletin boards.

ROOMMATES
Female roommate wanted to
share 2BR/21/2BA townhouse in
Curry Ford/436 area. $285/mo.
Call Laura: 382-3759.

Non-smoking roommate to share
3 bed/2 bath house in quiet area
near UCF. Pool, tennis, cable,
W/D. $250/month + 1/2 utilities,
call 273-9538.

FOR RENT
Large efficiency,· 600 sq. ft. All
kitchen appliances. University &
436. Central heat and air. 1 year
lease. Avail. 9-15. $350 mo. 6714099.

Part-time office clerk needed to
perform multiple duties including
filing, running errands, preparing
mail and UPS. Must have positive
attitude & drivers license. 20 hours
a week. Please call 331-4404 for
an interview.

5e1X-15, 1993
Term Papers & Resumes at TEA
RIFIC RATES 281-8888 M-S 9WPS.1 & DSKTP.

SERVICES
Free Money-For College
No Joke!
Millions-where it is
and how to find it
Free information, call
(813) 328-3304

PAPERS TYPED-$1.25 pe
page. Quick tum around.
Jon Boat $300. Metal surf racks
about my frequent user program
$25. Weight bench w/dip bars $60.
For more information call Bonni
Pro-volleyball net $75 . Golf clubs Earn while you learn. 2000 per 1------------~ at 366-5612.
w/bag $5o. Surfboard $75 . Call month-10 to 15 hrs a week. For
_
.
appt. call 831-7889.
READ BOOKS for pay. Earn $100 ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
277 2282
1-------------l
per title. Free details. Rush
Academic Papers/Resumes. Rea
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i S.A.S.E. to P.0. Box 14231
sonable
rates. Near UCF+ VCC
Must sell: Sofa $SO, matching chair
Gainesville, FL 32604
277-6946.
$25, 2 solid wood coffee tables
* EXTRA INCOME '93 *
$25 each, bar stool $5. Call 658Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1881.
1993 Travel brochures. For more
..-TYPING SERVICES: Term Pa
information sand·a sett addressed
pers, Manuscripts, Reports, The
Twin bed, good condition, 2 years stamped envelope to : Travel Inc. College bands wanted for Sloppy ses, etc. Work done quickly an
old, $85.00. Contact Sandy 679- P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL 33261. Joe's College Nite, call Darek 382- efficiently. Spell check used on al
3264.
7526.
papers. 240-6371.

HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED-4 POSITIONS
AVAILABLE Receptionist 9 a.m.1 p.m. M-F, Receptionist 1 p.m.-5
p.m. M-F, Sales/Event Planning
20-30 hrs/week, Membership Asst.
20 hrs/week, $5.00/hour; close to
UCF; casual atmosphere; reliable
transportation a must-call 6779501.
'

TUTORS
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1000 IN JUST
ONE WEEK! For your fraternity,
sorority & clubs. Plus $1 ooo for
yourself! And a free T-shirt just
for calling 1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.
1

TYPISTS

I

r---

r-----~-----~
Earn up to $500 per week assembling products at home. No experience.
Info 1-504-646-1700
DEPT. FL-307.

Accounting Tutor CPA/Former
College Instr. Call Loretta at 6291932.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all student needs~
IBM & Laser equip. Same da
service avail. We've moved, cal
for info. 277-9600.
I

-

-

----'--

PERSONALS

All it takes is a small group with a
little energy and a lot of excitement to earn $500-$1,500 in just
one week! Call (800) ·592-2121
xt 312
e ·
·

0
366
: ; : • EDITING, APA, ext.
r-------------l

Typi"ng, call Nanrv 740-5592. Ft"ve
-,
years with UCF. Reasonable
rates.

Happy 21st birthday Thom HartLove, Dad, Mom a-nd Susie!!

Before the game ...
Tailgate Party
Tinker Field - 11 a.m.
UCF students and families invited
$5.00 - Food and Beverages included
Call 823-2191 by Sept. 24th for reservations

At the game ...
"Central Florida's Rockin Rally
·
for UQited Way"
Half-tim~

entertainment by Walt Disney World
Great prize give-aways
More than 20,000 tickets sold
Half of all ticket sales proceeds go to United Way

After the game ...
Post-game Party
.Church Street's Cheyene Saloon - 5:30-7p.m.
Free admission with UCF l.D. or ga~e ticket stub
Food and Drink Specials

I

•
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If you think the Wall Street Plaza is just a place for pot

smoking and gothic dropouts to discuss new and inventive forms
of body piercing, you are deaq wrong. Nestled in the back alleyways of downtown Orlando dwells the dominion of the Yab Yum
Coffeehouse, where shadowed customers are served hot, steaming
cups of java. Cinema Domin~ca, where supremely weird, ayantgarde films are showcased, arises from tbe union of the Enzian
Theatre and Yab Yum to create the ultimate, if not unusual, movie
experience. Beginning Sept. 19, and continuing ev·ery Sunday at
7:30 p.m., Cinema Dominica will attempt to bring extraordinary
and critically-.acclaimed movies "from the outer limits of independent filmmaking."
A sneak preview of the first film in the series, "Demon
Lover Diary," which won the Los Angeles Film Critics Award of
Best Independent Feature, was given its coffeehouse debut at Yab
Yum this past Sunday. "Demon.Lover Diary" is a from-the-hip
documentary about two factory workers who try to fulfill their
dream of shooting and producing their own low-budget horror
movie. In essence, "Demon Lover Diary" is about Midwest
alienation and schizophrenia. The two people are so determined
to make their movie that one of them mortgages his car and
furniture, while the other cuts off one of his fingers at work "by
accident" to collect $8,000 in insurance money. Needless to say,

"Diary" chronicles the alienated and strangely-erratic behavior of these
two Midwesterners as th~y attempt to work together and accomplish
their goal.
_
.
The Yab Yum was perhaps one of the finest places to witness
such an event. SmaU, yet cozy, the coffeehouse is decorated with
colorful, abstract paintings that deal with a variety of Freudian themes.
and images. A nice, clean bar with a nice, clean and friendly bartender
made the atmosphere even more enjoyable. -I did not use the facilities,
but the restrooms were clearly marked by two b~ght, green EXIT signs.
I didn't try the beer because I'm underage. And I have never
liked coffee. I was tempted to sample the cheesecake, but the bar closed
down when the movie started. The ceiling fans produced a steady
breeze which kept the foul-smelling cigarette smoke away from me and
helped to enhance the pleasant, candlelit atmosphere. Because of the
size of the establishment, there was limited seating. I would strongly
recom.mend arriving about half an hour early in order to find a seat and
get some coffee and cheesecake.
Future presentations will include "1991: The Year Punk
Broke," on Sept 26, which documents Sonic Youth's 1991 European
Tour and their as-yet-unheard-of opening act, Nirvana. This behindthe-scenes look at America's most influential white-noise band will
also include appearances by The Ramones and Boston's guitar guru, J.
CINEMA continued on RlO

"HEY
·Win a O adiohead concert kit
I

including
tickets to4)adiohead • t-shirt
and portable stereo

I

I
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RADIOHEAD CONCERT KIT
SWEEPSTAKES

I

Entry Deadline Sept. 22, 1993
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J
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Address

J

City

·l
~

. 1

Sept. 24
I
1

:
I
1

Name

j

See .0 adiohead

State ·

Zip
College · ·

:I

Phone_

•

·r

7.98

12.97
coffipact dISc .

cassette

J

Safe ends 9/2.8/93 ·

· 1.

L------~----------~----~ ·

>,. ,

"Pablo Honey" featuring "Creep" .and
. ''Stop Whispering" .

1

·

Complete detolfo at f each es.

Visage

Get 0 adiohead

1

I
I

~t

~

~

l'

,

·-

,,.

•

'

MUSIC & VIDEO <
ALTAMONTE SM/HGS

. tHI E. Altamonte Springs Dr - ·
SIGNAL ·
407-331-9525

ORIANDO

ml E.

'

Co!oniaL Dr ,

8414

. 407-894-1700

0

••

S. CRWfJO .

s.

Orarige

Blossom Tr ···,'

407-SSS.0001

us
1

2

3

8:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
,9:45
10:05
10:25
10:45
11 :05
11 :25
11 :45
12:05
12:25
12:45
1:05
1:25
1:45
2:05
2:25
2:45
3:05
3:25
3:45
4:05
4:25
4:45
5:05
5:25
5:45
6:05
6:25

8:29
8:49
9:09
9:29
9:49
10:09
10:29
10:49
11 :09
11 :29
11 :49
12:09
12:29
12:49
1:09
1:29
1:49
2:09
2:29
2:49
3:09
3:29
3:49
4:09
4:29
4:49
5:09
5:29
5:49
6:09
6:29

8:31
8:51
9:11
9:31
9:51
10:11
10:31
10:51
11 : 11
11 :31'
11.:51
12: 11
12:31
12:51
1: 11
1:31
1:51
2:11
2:31
2:51
3:11
3:31
3:51
4:11
4:31
4:51
5:11
5:31
5:51
6:11
6:31

4

4

8:33
8:34
8:53
8:54
9:13
9:14
9:33
9:34
9:53
9:54
10:13 10:14
10:33 10:34
10:53 10:54
11: 13 11 :14
11 :33 11 :34
11 :53 11 :54
12:13 12:14
12:33 12:34
12:53 12:54
1:13
1:14
1:33
1:34
1:53
1:54
2:13 ' 2:14
2:33
2:34
2:53
2:54
3:13
3:14
3:33
3:34
3:53
3:54
4:13
4:14
4:33
4:34
4:53
4:54
5:13
5:14
5:33
5:34
5:53
5:54
6:13
6:14
6:33
6:34

3
8:36
8:56
9:16
9:36
9:56
10:16
10:36
10:56 .
11 :16
11 :36
11 :56
12:16
12:36
12:56
1:16
1 :36
1:56
2:16
2:36
2:56
3:16
3:36
3:56
4:16
4:36
4:56
5:16
5:36
5:56
6:16
6:36

1
8:40
9:00
9:20
9:40
10 00
10 :20
10:40
11 :00
11 :20
11 :40
12:00
12:20
12:40
1:00
1:20
1:40
2:00
2:20
2:40
3:00
3:20
3:40
4:00
4:20
4:40
5:00
5:20
5:40
6:00
6:20
6:40

Pegabus service b·gins at 8:25 a.in.
The last Pegabus .·eaves the Student Center at 6:25 p.m.
-

j

... ' ·,_ ·.
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ALL
. . STUDENTS: " '

COME TO THE FIRST MEETING OF .T HE

•

•

STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
PETS continued from R3
babies: a brand, new family
of Sea Monkeys. They were
mine to raise. I was the
grown-up now. They lived
under my roof and had to
follow my rules. I could even
punish them if they were bad.
I would take away Steven's
beach ball or Johnny's
crown. I was going to name
eachoneaftertheirownseparate personality.
I filled up their little
aquarium with the "magnifying glass windows for easy
viewing." Then I gently
placed each of theirtiny little
egg bodies in the water.
I was. perplexed; .
nothing happened. Then I
looked at the instruction
booklet and realized my faux
pas. They had to be fed first.
I opened up the Plasma
Packet #1 and fed my hungry little children. I then
waited.
The next few weeks
went on like that. Dreaming
atout what I would do with
my new pets once they were
fully grown and feeding them
their Plasma Packets.
I could barely stand
the excitement.
Once again I ran
home from the bus stop everyday to observe their
change. Being the devilish
child that I was, this turned
into amoney-makingproposition.
I would let the
neighborhood kids name a
ScaMonkeyforadime. They
could adopt for .a quarter.
For the privileged f cw who
cculd afford the one-dollar
fe~. you can marry a Sea
Monkey. We had legal papc,rs and blood tests, until
one of their mothers complained. In all the excitement
of my money-making venture, I failed to reaiize that
my babies had not grown to
the size on the box.
Actually, they hadn't grown
at all. I knew I could not
have been foolcd,.so I was
IX rsistent and kept on tryir.g. I even tried feeding them
tl~e pulp from orange juice. I

pretended that it worked. I
dreamt that I had boy-size
. Sea Monkey friends. We
played in the pool all day
long. This is until my mom
told me we didn't have a
pool. I finally stopped after .
I got so tangled in the hammock that my parents had to
cut me out of it.
My mom told me to
give up, bqt I was too determined. It was getting kind
of weird. There was this one
particular Sea Moi1key who
was a little extra special. Ill
fact, she was sort of pretty. I
was be ginning to fall in love
with her. We could talk for
hours. She was quite intelligent for a Sea·Monkey. We
were getting close one afternoon, talking apout who
was the fastest Duke Boy;
Boor Luke. Thenmymother
walked into my room.
I then realized the
gig was up. She wouldn't let
this last any longer. This is
when she sat me down on
her lap. Ileamed avery valuable lesson that day.
Mom explained to me that a
Sea Monkey was not a real
pct. It could never run nor
jump. I was devasta~ed when
I found out that they would
never get to wear a crown
like the fanciful drawing in
·the magazine advertisement.
This is also when she told
me that Sea Monkeys were
the devil's pets.
I didn't sleep for
nights. I asked her what she
meant by this and she explained that she had said
"dumb old" pets.
While scaring the
hell out of myself, I also
learned a few lessons. Never
believe what you read, because things are not always
what they seem (especially
masculine-looking women
inKeyWest). Ialsolearned
that there is a time when you
should give up. However,
the most important lesson
that I learned was t.pat even
if you put seasoning on
them, Sea Monkeys still
taste like crap.

WEDS., SEPT.15, 4 PM
Student Organizations Lounge

* Apply for Membership
*Sign up for a Mentor
*N.o minate Officers
*Join a Committee

FREE
'FOOD&FUN

5905 Kirkman Road
Across From Universal Studios

Bread baked and beer brewed on
premises. Try us for lunch or dinner!
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See bags at Columbian Leather &Luggage and the Campus Book Store.
Talk about bags at 1·800·262·8282.

. //,
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I learned at an
early age that things are
notalwayswhattheyseem.
I ran home from the bus
stop everyday during
the month
of May
1981. I was
in second
grade, and
the highlight of my
life at the
time was
waiting for
my package to arrive. The
only thing
that kept me at peace was
Sha Na Na. · ·
I had ordered

...

I International Calculato_r_ _,_
Announces:

Two great HP 48 calculators
to choose from:
Ff,fll

HEWLETT

•HP 48G Graphic
32-KD RAM built in,
)

\~jj
---~

•HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable

I.!/~ PACKARD

The best calculator for
your education and your
carc<'r - 128 KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.

All IIP 48GX features
included except plug-in options. An excellent choice
wl1Pn plug-in .expandability is not a requirement.

Every Sunday and Monday, dine-in only

LC COMPUTER CORPORATION
4075 L.B. Mcleod Road, Orlando, FL 32811 (/-4 W. Exit 32)
Tel: (407) 648-2144 I Fax: (407) 648-2130

4B6DX-33
•

including

i

486DX-33

486DX-33

Multi-Media System

VESA local Bus System
4MBRAM
with 32 bit video slot
130 MB H.,d Oi'k
1.2&1.44FloppyDrive
14" Intra SVGA Monitor DP .28
1 MB Trident VGA Card
101 Key Keyboard

Real Italian. Real Fast
6O~ando locations

$1495

Sony 31A Internal
CO ROM

~

Sooodbl"t" C•nl

2S/1PnC

~ MS DOS 6.0 \Vindow 3.1 Mouse

$1750

$139li

31J6SX-25
336DX-33
336DX-40 64K Cache
4fl6SX-33 OLC
41J6DX-5 0 256K Cache
41J6DX2-66 256K Cache

$950.00
$1050.00
- $1075.00
$1150.00
$1550.00
$1650.00

UPGRADE&
NETWORK
SERVICE
On'e Year Warranty
for Labor & Parts

386SX-33 Motherboard

- $105.00

14" SuperVG_AM9nitor DP .28 $255.00

$55.00
$30.00
$10.00
$20.00

9-600 Fax Modem
2400Modem
9 pin Serial Mouse

101 Keyboard

J>EVANEY,5
.Eaccry & Sports Pu.b

.

7660 Universily Olvt.1.

UNIVERSITY

~

___Stit\M~()CI\
- 13(\f(~t\f)(

UCF'S
PARTY STORE

COLDEtmoo

COODINCS CENTER G79-GGOO

WDIZ/ BUD·
Present

Monday Nile Football Special.

~:;;

PETS continued on RS

All you care to eat Spaghetti with unlimited Breadsticks $2.99

Call Don 0' Rourke at 898-0081
International Calculator & Computer, 2916 Corrine Dr.

[[j

pointed. Then came the day,
that sacred day.
The mailman came

to the door with a tattoo
on each foreann and a
package in his hand. It
was mine, the first package I had
ever received. As I
signed his
clipboard, I
felt myself
propelled
into manhood. I tore
into my
brownwrapped
box with
vigor and
anticipation. There
they were, my precious

HOW TO FEED A
STUDENT BODY FOR
UNDER S3.

~~

··

something from the back of
my Boy's Life magazine. I
would run to the mailbox
everyday, only to be disap-

WASHINGTON AT MIAMI .

rflf"J

*$4. 50 Pitcher Budweiser

FOSTER 1 S
OIL
CANS

i/69
32 oz.

* $1.00 Hot Dogs
* Prizes and Giveaways

LOCATED INTI IE UNIVERSITY SIIOPPES NEXT TO
_ KINKU'S AND TIIE UCF CREDIT UNION

Future

Future is movingtt!
As of today, the editorial omres and busineM
omces will both be
located at 12243 University Blvd., in the University Shoppes Shopping
Center BCl"088 from
UCF. Drop by there to
submit classifieds and
display ads.

•
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Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortab e with.
; m Dr. Ci·eorge Yarko. D.D ..... anc.! I\ e prm idec.! the people
ot Ori rndc ~ ith the latest. afe t dental tre.nmencs and
comfortable care for over eigh~ year . And I'd like ~ou
to e.·perience m_ personalized care. too. So plea ·e
accept 111) offer for a complete dental exam for only
S2l an 89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only for L:.C.F Students with Valid I D.

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Certified: Dental Implant l'rosrhetlts
Member. American Dental Assoc1a1ion.
Academy of General Dentistry, Academr for
Sports Dentistry, Florida Dental A'>sodation,
Gre-Jter Orlando Dental Society

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:

•

Health history taken • Check for loose f II rgs or
crowns• Check gums for d:sease •Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth• TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
Call today, because this offer ends 11 :-50 94

•
•

'

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.)

Team Dentist: Unll'erslty or Central F1orlda 1

Call 282-2101

RAIN MAN
SEPT. 19 6:30 & 9 P.M.
WILDPIZZk·

It is our offin~ policy that the p:1ticnt :1ml :my other [X'rson rc,pc>ns1hlc ror p:1ymcn1 has the nght to rcrusc 10 1x1i~ rnnn:I p.1yment. or be 1eimbu"cd fo1 p.1ymcn1 lor any mhc 1 s<.:iYic<.:, examm:uion, or trc:itmcnt whidi b
pcrrormed :IS :I fC,Uli of and Wllhln 7}. hour' Of responding 10 !he :tclvcniscmcnl for !he free. cJiSLClllnlcd rce, 01 reduu:tl fee 'l:l'VKC, CX:Jlll in:llion. Ol lre:lllllCnl.

0
"' \C I \I lll
\\\()\I\\· I,\\ .\'1\/J\(, 111 'I
l•l~llfl"M•ll"'
..... ~.~).~:"':':''"'11••

"0\ll 0\1 l I\ I H1Hl lllllll. ~10\1, (O'll' I
P1RroR'I'''1 111,1 \\ 111 \01 B1 I k\\l 111 ~11,1 'II '10~\.
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to the Uni- ,,•
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·'
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Shoppes
Shopping
•
e
Center
acros the
street from ,
the UCF - ,
campus.
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SCENT OF A WOMAN
SEPT. 19 6:30 & 9 P.M.
WILD PIZZA
SADE with
DIGABtE PLANETS
SEPT. 21 8 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

•

BELLY with
RADIO HEAD
SEPT. 24 8 P.M.
VISAGE

•

1
•

·I

.
1
.f .
,~

•, ,
1
•

~: ~~b:~~ .f •

i·

The Central Florida Future, in conjunction With Universal Pictures, is giving away
free hats and T-shirts from "The Real MCCoy." Stop by our lovely new office at
12243 University Blvd (in the UC6 shopping center, to the left of the movie theater,
right next to some Okinawan restaurant) and say "hi." We have to hang around all
day to wait for the phone company to come out, so we'll probably be real bored
anyway.

\•1 ..... ="''"''"' I"

• -

.f •
\1''

moved
both our
business
•
offices and '
editorial
.,\
offices to
12243
University
Blvd. So if ,
you want
to write for

Free Stuff!

'

classified
\
or display
/
ad come
see us 1n
•
the shopping center.

.,,,t

tI

BAD RELIGION &
GREEN DAY
SEPT. 24 8 P.M.
THE STATION
DEPECHE MODE
with THE THE
OCT.1 8 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

•
•

LENNY KRAVITZ
with BLIND MELON
OCT.9 SP.M.
THEEOCE
CYPRESS HILL
with HOUSE
OF PAIN,
FUNKDOOBIEST &
THE HOOLIGANS
OCT.17 4P.M.
THEEOCE
ROD STEWART
NOV. 18 8 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA

•
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The curtain rose. The
audience watcqed. Then the King
strode forth.
But in this perfonnance
all was not royalty.
As part of.the Orlando
Broadway Series, an advance
previewwasgivenof'TheKing
and I." The play was not completely discouraging, but the
company still had ,select instances to work on.
The initial problem was
the lack of an emotional bond to
the story. In any play, whether it
be "Phantom of the Opera" or
"West Side Story," there is al- ·
ways·a genuine compassion for
the characters, even if one can
, · notreadilyidentifywiththatsitu-

ation;

·

,,

- -~ ·. .. )flthisadaptation,how- :
eve~,'..fhe King of Siam, played by Jam.es Bencik, -

;

Also,themusicwasinoonsistent Agreater
emotional .feeling might have been given if an
orchestra had actually been in the theater, rather
than on tape. The singing probably suffered, then,
because the actois didn't have the orchestra there

·w_asquite~usinginacomicalsense,butfailed·to.
emulate the emotional strife he endured at the
'
'ban~ 'of (he schoolteacher. The .s~l,lo_olteacher,

playe,d by.·Erika Jaskiewicz, .was decent on both ·
. emotional and dramatic frontS, but still seemed not
..: -to.g;~~- ~ufficient depth to _the ~rfonnam:e.

· to cue them. T~ .singing itself, ~espite this set- ·
l)ack, ~as m()~~ly good. The singing of one

··

I•

'

SO?
You want to write about stuff that's
actually cool.and interesting? Come to
the Revelation writers meeting every
Tuesday at noon at our new offices, .
located at the University Shoppes ,
across from UCF next to Okinawa
Res_tuarant, and we'll see what happens. Ask for Tim ... Well? ... What the
hell you waiting for?

NEVERTOO LATE.
Think you mis eJ the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With
the ne\\ on-demand GRE: you co-uld be taking the test tomorrow. And see
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days
later, in plenty of time for mo t school 'deadlines. Call now for instant
registration.

@ Educational Testing Service
~Sylvan Technology Centers®
Part of IM Sylvan uaf1!i11g Ct11ltr Nttwo1*

1-800-GRE-A.5.A.P

perfonner in particular-that of a
concubine separated from her
lover-was particularly good.
The technical end of the
production was plagued by faulty
costumes. However, the set design,
which used shadowing and
interdimensional prop set-ups with
trees falling from the sky and the
forced perspective of the palace,
were mythical and deserves praise.
The only truly excellent aspect of the production was the
Siamese interpretation of Harriet
Beecher Stowe,s Uncle Tom~s
Cabin. The plight of Eliza running
_through a riv~r while being chased
by her pursuers is beautiful when
the dancers recede into cultural '>
~ovement. 'The blocking and cho- . ,
reography.duringthisparticularseg- · ,
·9
..
.ment is admirable.
..
.~.CiviCTheatCrp~uctiOnof''The King · :·~
and I/' atlhOugh suffic_
iently lacking in emotional , ·'.
integrity,.possesseq necessary abstract and realistic ··
atuibutes _to .make an entenaining and interesting
theatrical production.
·
·
_~Tim Wassberg
...
'·Entertainment Editor
.i
'(

< ,,

.

'

(

petition pick-up

•

IS

happening

'l

Apple Macinlosh
c.o/or Classic~ 4/80, Built-in IO"
Color Monitor and Apple Keyboard JI.

The Macintosh' Color Classic'. It offers a bright, sharp Sony Thnitron· special financing with the Apple"Computer Loan*-to make owning
display. Its compact enough to fit on any desk. And right now, this already one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus Reseller today. For the • '
affordable model is available at an unheard-of price. You can also get power more college students choose. The power to be your best:
,

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am · 4:30pm Mon· Thurs and Fri 8:30am · 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
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right into the scene where the large tyrannosaurus e.atos
the little raptors and says, "G'day, mates. Let's put
another dim Oil the barhie.,, And then gets Im head bit
off in a truly gruaome manner. Hell. I would have
wanted to see tlm film ten times more, jmt so Paul
Hasan mu1d C3Dle0, say his line, and then die. It is a
move d cinematic genius.
·
Of oourse, since Paul Hogan bu no caRa' at
dmmomeot,
I
began
thinkins that
maybe he
could start

I

o(dshm1ds

co mn.

~in

other movies, say annoyins Amtralian jargon, and
then brutally
die. Think
of this: In

Remnt movies are such a dras· Take this

imt weekend, where I decide to see a bad film on
purpme, just so I don't really have to think. 1'he film
is worse than awful, so, being a normal, red-blooded
American, I decide to skip out and see the only dmic
film this summer produced, "Jurcmic Park. " Yes, that
greatmovieaboutnothinsbut dinosaurs eatingpeople.
Sure, it w~ sood fun, but, as I sat down to see it fot:
my third time, I started thinking that~ it needs
somethins more. Then it hit mel What if Paul Hasan,
yes, the lesendary Crocodile Dundee himself, walked

p RI NC IPL ES

"~"

when the
little sirf sits
before the
television
risht before the spirits mme and take her, wouldn't it
have been sreat if Paul Hasan ~ up and said,
"G'day, girlie. ·waitin' for those nmty bugsas, eh?"

of S 0 UN D RETIRE

1\\ ENT

IN\' EST ING

And then the shost could rip his flesh apart. What if Rambo
blew Paul Hasan up with the eipJodins arrowhead rather
than a Vietnamae soldier? I wouJd have liked the movie
a hell of a lot more.
It sort of makes one wonder on the poaa'bilities of
a fallen career. Maybe all the lm-been stars can, say, walk
on screen in the most inoAx>rtune moment, say the one line
that made them famous, and then they could be ma.mend.
I think we as
m o vie
watchers deserve to have
our intetlisence insultedinaa
than obviom
way. We
muld see all
those great
people set
killed that titillated our attention for all
but three secondsand then
dehoog/future annoyed the
hell out of us the rest of the time. New Kick On The Block,
Vanilla Ice, and MC Hammer {known as Hammer in his
latter, and dying, days) muld have had Ike Tumer beat
them to death in the middle of a swprise perlonnance in
"What's love Ciot To Do With It." Wouldn't "The f'um"
have been a p i t movie if between all of Tom Guise's
runnins from the mob, Molly Ringwald started whining, and then she was aushed by a Mack truck. What if in
")IX," lee Harvey Oswald aa:identally shot Arsenio Hall
midway in one d his really runny opening monologues?
This would probably widen the marlcet for public
intereS. in the movies. Who knows? Perhaps "Hudson
Hawk" would baVebeena greatfilmiftbetrailer~d:"See
Bruce Willis joke, rob, and drown in a pool of his -0wn
blood." It's simple~ lilce these that lead to sucx:m.

M

U
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I
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.:~:..i-·?s-IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START ·
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. ~
Even if you're not counting the years to
an't afford to save for. retirement?
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
to help you build the future you deserveNot when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want · with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investto live at least as comfortably then as you
ment choice~, and a record of personal
do now. And that takes planning.
service
that spans 75 years.
By starting to save now, you can take
Over
a million people in education and
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
research
put TIAA-CREF at the top of
money time to compound and grow.
their
list
for
retirement planning. Why not
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
join
them?
month beginning at age 30 and you can
Call today and learn how simple it is
accumulate over $172,109* by the time
to
build a secure tomorrow when you
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
have
time and TIAA-CREF working on
you'll have to budget $219 each month
your
side.
to reach the same goal.

C

Suirt plRnni.11tJ yourfuture· CRll our EnroUment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

75 years ofensuring the future
for th«* who shape it!"

Gary Moore
Blues Alive
(Charisma)
I've been sitting here for about ten
minutes, trying to think of any musician that
can squeeze more music out of a Les Paul than
Gary Moore. I can't
I'd venture to say that Gary Moore is
one of the best blues guitarists in the business
today. His new live album is quite appropriately titled "Blues Alive" because he really
does manage to make the blues come alive, as
the disc captures an hour or so worth of his
fiery playing.
"Blues Alive" is also a testament to
Moore's versatility, which spans from lightening speed in his cover of Elmore James'
"1l!e Sky is Crying" to slow, melodic passion
in "Still Got the Blues (For You)."
Who know~. '•tith a little practice.
maybe one day he'll be as good as me.
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DE,NA'l ININ ART ITIJD/O
Licensed, Award Winning
Female Artist

DEANA LIPPENS

/11tlwldut1/ e1p1esslo11 wit/I
ti Ille time gut11t111tee

Fine Line Designs. Freehand. or Cover-ups
Body Play-Erotic Piercing & Jewelry by Appointment-Call Today!
Sterile Conditions
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando FL 32826

281-1228
Mon-Sat 12-8

student I.D.

-ToMikEddiES
1
1

I

foAvd

Toll rrct·: 18003<>2-82SJ

& Ev£NTS CoondiNATOH

Phone l·l07 J 677-91.X i

J(~. .'0

I

~ ~!J!.:~

()i§C()very Crui§e§
2-Day, Cruise Cash Land Package
From $99 _
"A Leisure Resource Company
11

CINEMA
, continued from Rl

Dinosaur Jr. On Oct. 3,
"Rock Hudson's Home
Movies" will reveal special moments from "various Hudson vehicles."
Themes of insanity and
jealously will be explored
to their fullest potential in
"Tales from the Gimli
Hospital" which premiers
on Oct. 10. The tone of
this film is said to be very
much in the enigmatic
mode of David Lynch.
A project such as
Cinema Dominica is an
excellent way to offer
Orlando the chance to
view the unexplored
fringes of modem independent filmmaking. This
is an opportunity for
people to see what else
can be accomplished in
the art fonn besides "Sister Act." The Yab Yum
Coffeehouse and the
Enzian Theater have combined to make a surreal
but ultim'ately satisfying
journey in the realm of
abstract cinema.
•Jarrett Keen~
Revelation Writer

.Electric and Acoustic

GUITAQ

LE~ON8

All Ages-Beginner to Advanced
•Learn What the Pros Know•
In a Step-by-Step
Easy to Understand Method

Rick Ellis

(407) 629-2630

Welcome back to lecture halls,
all-nighters, pizza breakfasts,
. and Kinko's.

dehoog/future

j

Kink.o's provides everything you need to meet tough deadlines.
Except the energy.

.iI
I
I

------------------,
3C lATE NIGHT COPIES

24h
II o
6fs-~s1s
ours.
I 12215 University Blvd.
I•

Here is your chance to
develop your professional skills by teaching
children eager to learn.
More than 45 countries
are asking for Peace
Corps Volunteers in
almost every field of
education: Math and
Science, Primary, Vocational and Special
Education and Industrial
Arts, to name only a few.
You will take on responsibilities that would never
be offered you in a starting position in the United
States. Educational
institutions. international
fums and government
agencies value Peace
Corps experience.
25yearsof PEACE CORPS
The toogbest jOO yru'll ever love.

For more info. and
an application call:

1-800-468-2745

.1

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed hetween I0pm and 6am and receive
81n" x11" self-serve, black & white copies on 20 lb. white bond for 3¢ just each. One
coupon per customer per visit. Not valid with other offers. Good through I0/31/93.

(Acr9ss from UCF)

k•lnfto•s•
I.

I
I
I

I
I
I

b h ffi
Your ranc 0 ce _J

~-----:----------------

<

*b~~~ ~~dtap 41!1ia
Q,.~:

~'ct

~Bottled
~beers

HAppy HouR
MoN-F.Ri

FREE SltufflE
BoARd

4-7BETWEEN}0}0
N GoldENRod .
UNivERsiTy & GoldENRod
678-77'7'7

Only 5 minutes away from campus

'

~.........-...•

With You
Every Step
of the Way.
Campus Residents Enjoy:
•
•
•
•

No Sign-Up Fees
Individual Bills
Lo-w Rates
International Dialing

It's all part of the i plan.
Call 800-445-6063 for tnore info.

---
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Not too many on hand to appreciate
Knights' first win of 1993 season
By TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor
.
,
.
A gathenng of 11,033 people atte~ed Saturday s UCF
football game vemis ValdostaState. This announced o:owd
fell sho~ of the 1~·~ avera~e nece~ f?~ ~ Knights
plannedmovetoDiV1s10nl-Am 1996. While1t SJustthefust
.
game, stonn clouds may be on the honzon
UCF hoped to boost attendance by playing day games. .
But, barely I ,(XX) more people showed up at the Aorida
Citrus Bowl this past ;,•1eekend than d1d for last season's first
game. AOO, Satwtlay's total fell far short of the 23,620 who
attended UCF' s23- IS loss to Bethune-Cookman on Sept. I,
1989.
Evening thunlerstonns have been cited as one of the
reasons crowds were small last season. UCF averaged 8,992
fans per game in '92. But, Satwtlay inclement weather
visited tre Qttus Bowl at the conclusion of UCF's 35-30
victory over the Blai.ers.
So, is there renewed interest in UCF football? Season
ticket sales are a barometer of fan interest aJ'ki a little more

than 4,600 packages havd)een sold for UCF's seven
homegames,accordingtoTicketManagerAlysonBarpes.
But, pertiaps community support is not a big problem.
About 12,(XX)ticketshavealreadybeensoldtotheOct. 2
game vemis Yale, not the 20,(XX) being widely feJX>rted.
"I don't know where that nwnber came fium," Barnes
said.
I
M
hil UCF' stud bod
ted
eanw e,
s
ent
y was represen
. .
..
.
pnm~y by Gree~ who were very. v1s1ble as their
frateITIIty and _soronty colors stood out m a sea of empty
~· Approxun~ly 2,200 students passed through the
Citrus Bowl turnstiles Saturday. >·
"Student attendance was better than last year, but we'd
like to get more," Barnes added.
Student Body President Chris Marlin wa.s unavailable "
to comment on tre lack of support of UCF's ·students.
Many think winning will solve UCF' s problems at the
gate. The Knights squeaked by the Blazers, starting the
season on a winning note. It's now up to the Central
Florida community and the UCF student body to get
behind the Knights and show desire for I-A status.
1

r
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Mowry will provide assistance to Speraw's Running Knights
Chris Mowry comes to UCF
from Miami-Dade Community
College, where he was an assistant
Men's· basketball coach Kiik
last season
Speraw has named an assistant
Before his stay at Miami, Mowry
coachtotheRwmingKnights'staff.
seIVedasheadcoachatSt Thomas

By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor

Mowry hail<i from Lowden, then coached atNew Mexico UniUniversityinMiamiforthree years.
Priorto his tenure, the Bobcats had -Iowa and began J:Us coaching ca- versity while completing his
been placed on probation He put reer as anassistantforthewomen's Master's degree in education He
the program back on track arxl led team at St Ambrose Univei:sity in has also assisted at IXPauw Unithe team to a school reoord 19 wins Davenport, Iowa while pursuing a versity and the Univei:sity of Inin the 1989-~ season
degree in physical education He dianapolis.

FOOTBALL from page 28 ·
"There were big plays when
we needed them. They showed
a lot of heart in the second
half."
The Knights wer~ thankful
to have the leadership, and the
ann, of Hinshaw, who threw
for a school record of 437 yards.
The previous record was 417,
set by Darin Slack against West
Georgia Oct. 17, 1987.
"I dido 't know until goin~
into the fourth quarter,"
Hinshaw said. "But I'm just
glad we won. That's more important. I'd like to break the
single-game touchdown 'record.
But I'm here to win. That's the
whole point."
The Knights hope that will
be the whole point Saturday in
Greenville, N.C. when they
play East Carolina University.
The Pirates are coming off a
41-22 loss to Syracuse and will
be looking to take advantage of
the Knights young defense.

Friday is the sign
up deadline for Rec
Services' newest intramural event.

VJifHebaII,thegarne
you played as a Rid.
~

·The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP48G

Check it out
The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.

Get more
·Push a button, choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
·View 3-D graphs.
·Access over 300 built-in equations.
· Perlorm algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
·Enter and see equations like ~ey
appear on paper.
·Work with different units of
measure. The HP 48G will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation it'll convert them.

Get more ... for less
·Compare prices - the HP 48G fits
your budget.

Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 48G or
HP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store HP 48 files and programs
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
bookstore.

Ff/di

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

hit5 UCF this Saturday. So, start practicing with your
plastic wiffleball bet
and stop by RecServices room 101 or
call 823-2408.

*Offer good while supplies last on purchases
made from August 1, 1993 through
October 31. 1993 See coupon for tem\S
and conditions.
©Hewlett-Packard Company. PG 123068

..
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Womeri's golf swings into action this weekend
By JASON SWANCEY
Staff Writer

It's time for a break from all
this intense football coverage.
So kick back, strap on the plaid
pants and take a stroll down the
green with some golf talk.
Golf is a sport presently
dominated by a Shark (Greg
Norman), a Bear (Jack
Nicklaus) and a man named
· Payne. However, women seem
to be making names for themselves as well.
'As a matter of fact the
"King" of golf is none other
than Betsy King. It is women
such as King and Nancy Lopez
~at are putting women's golf

on the map.
Hubble, Brenda Sanchez, junThey are leading the way ior Grant and senior Kim
for young women's golf play- Millar.
ers such as
After
losing only
Kristen
two players
Putman and
Brooke Grant, "This is probably the
from last
two members
y e a r ,
best
women's
golf
of
UCF
Shumaker
women's golf
seems optiteam ever at UCF."
team.
mistic
The Lady
about this
-Mike Shumaker
Knights are
upcoming
coached by
season.
golf coach
M i k e
"Our top
Shumaker,
five players
who's in his
are all relafourth year. They also return tively young, but have imtheir top five players in sopho- proved and will continue to do
mores Putman, Brittainy so."

_,,_

This year's team differs
from those in the past. The
squad consists of six players,
whereas the 1992-93 team had
12.
Due to this fact, the players
are much closer than in years
past. "We go outtogether, we're
·all friends so the competition
remains at another level," said
Putman.
Putman is someone who
knows competition, having
seen it at the professional level.
Last year Putman earned a spot
in the field for the U.S.
Women's Pro Open.
. This team also knows pressure, being ranked 23rd in the
nation last year and expecting
to go even higher this year.

•

M

anagement or
marketing major?
_
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUS™ now;
before assignments pile up.
It's designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has·basic business functions
like time..value..of..money.
Plus, it delivers much more.
Cash flow analysis for in..
ternal rate of return (iRR).
Net present _value-(NPV).
Bond calculations. Depreci..
ation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-35. It's our inost afford..
able model for time..value..
of..money, and even handles
one~variable statistics.

"'rradcmark of Texas Instruments Incorporated
0 1993 Texas Instruments Incorporated
IHOO'.Jl02A

· Try the BA II PLUS and
BA..35 at your-local TI
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.

~TEXAS

l·

INSTRUMENTS'.,
.;if

-.w

I

"This is probably the best
women's golf team ever at
UCF," said Shumaker.
The "best" is a title that
Grant can deal with. "This team
is so young, if we all play relaxed and come together our
potential is limitless."
As the team prepares to play
five tournaments this fall,
they've noted definite improvemer.t in practice.
"They're already even better now than when they started
the year off, and they haven't
even played yet," commented
Shumaker..
The Lady Knights tee off
the season this weekend at the
Lady Seminole Invitational in
Tallahassee.

UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
WOMEN'S GOLF
1993-94 SCHEDULE

Sept.17-19
Lady Seminole Invitational
Tallahassee
Sept. 25-26
Lady Sunshine Invitational
Daytona Beach
Oct.15-17
Beacon-Woods Invitational
Bayonet Point .
Oct. 29-31
Tiger-Tide .Invitational
Destin
Nov. 6-7
Lady Cougar Invitational
Charleston, S.C.
Feb.11-13
Lady Gator Invitational
Gainesville
Mar. 6-7
College of Charleston
Charleston, S.C.

l
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Knights climb
to 20th spot in
top 25 poll
By 1RACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor

1

•

•

'

•

Despite narrowly defeating Valdosta State Saturday,
the UCF Golden Knights
moved up in the weekly Sports
Network Division I-AA top
25 poll.
The Knights, who were
ranked 23rd last week, climbed
thfee spots in the poll this
week. In addition, four cf
UCF's opponents this season
are ranked in this week's top
20. McNeese State, ranked
second, visits the Knights Sept.
25. Troy State, ranked eighth,
will host UCF on Oct. 30.
· Samford, ranked 15th, visits the Florida Citrus Bowl
Oct. 9. Liberty, ranked 18th,
travels to Orlando Nov. 6.
But, first things first for the
Knights. UCF travels to Division I-A East Carolina this
weekend for Saturday's 4 p.m.
game with the Pirates.
The Sports Network poll is
voted upon by a national panel
of Division I-AA head
coaches, sports infonnationdirectors and media.

"I'm right,"
Sports Editor
Jenny
Duncanson
exclaimed.
"You are not,."
Sports Editor
Trace Trylko
retorted.
Get in·on the
debate. Drop
·us a letter. Or,
better yet,
help us improve by be•
commga
.
writer. can
823-6397.

"You're wrong
•

trivial,"

Duncanson
chattered~

"Afraidnot
Ms.
Duncanson?"
Trylko
beamed.

BRANN from page 28

"She's definitely a team Amy's play so far," she says.
"She was the reason I was
leader in the defensive third for Brann sees this defense as a
redshirted."
And a good reason too-- us this year," says Richter.
more mature unit than last year.
up in leadership positions on Richter is a fonner NCAA
"She's solid on air balls,
"We've learned to play with
the team. We'regettingleader- Goalkeeper of the Year that's one of the things she's more heart, more pride. We're
ship even from players who standout for the Lady Knights. worked on. She's good at pick- not .going to let our mistakes
don't have the most skills.,,
She has also been assistant ing crosses out of the air and get us down any more."
For her own part, Brann has coach for the past two years.
holding onto the ball when hit.
After road wins against St.
had to work on her communiRichter has been a positive That's important. She can be Mary's (California) and
cation skills and leadership role model for Brann, who hit by three players and still Stetson, Brann and the Lady
ability, but she
s a y s , hold onto the ball. She works Knights will try to defend their
no longer lists
"Coming _ very hard in practice. Push her 2-0 record on the road against
these as weakup from and push her, and she still wants defending NCAA champion
"She works very
nesses. "I think
h i g h more."
and nemesis North Carolina on
I've stepped
school, I
The defensive unit Brann Saturday.
hard in practice."
up, too."
didn't re- anchors remains primatjly unIn the same trip, they will
One of the
alizewhat changed from last season. Junalso play last year's runner up
steadying faca different ior Liz Shaw is back for her
in
the NCAA, Duke.
tors in the
-Karen Richter game this second year starting at sweeper,
"What can you do about
team '_s favor
is at the four-year starter Karen Drake
Lady Knights'
UNC?"
says Brann. "Expect
this season is
college will return as the stopper and
head coach
new
head
level. The junior Stephanie Gringer will the most and take what you can
coach Karen
transition return for her third year on de- get."
With Heather Brann in goal,
Richter.
was tough, but Karen helped fense.
the
Lady Knights should be
"I have nothing but good me through it. I have learned a
The fourth slot has so far
things to say about Karen:· says lot from her. She has a good been filled by freshman Amy able to hold their own this
Brann. Richter was the starting attitude, a good work ethic, Jones, but Brann doesn't see weekend against tough foes
North Carolina and Duke, and
goalkeeper when Brann came and has been a very good role this as a problem.
to UCF.
model for me."
"I've been impressed with this season.

___,,_

WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

AIR FORCE ROTC?
BENEFITS

+

2 Year Scholarship Guaranteed to Juniors
- Any academic major. 2.5 cum GPA.
term 2.35 GPA. under age 23

- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 in books each semester

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

+

3 Year Scholarship to Qualified Sophomores
- Technical, Nursing, and Pre-Health Majors
- Pays full tuition, books, and fees each semester

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment

call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center

Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government As.soci'ation

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~~~©O~IL
~~O©~~

MATTRESS SETS

IF©~ .

lW©!F

~if(W[Q)~!Nlir~

$49 each
Full
$55 each
Queen $69 each

+

$100 Per Month for Expenses

+

Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation

+

Guaranteed Starting Salary $23,300 to
$38,500 in Just 4 Years
Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for
the Two Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94:
Don't wait unW it's too late to start your application!

~~~
CONTACT
,$~~. . ,~,. - UCF AIR FORCE ROTC
~......~~"
(407) UCF-1-AIR
__..~ .
(407) 823-1247.

1'L

"'".f'h.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
SOL ·
281-4438

Twin

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY

St. Joseph's
Catfio{ic Cliurcli
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

275-0841

..
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Is baseball realignment what's best for the game?

News ofthe week-Major League Baseball is finally moving into the '90s. The
baseball franchise owneJS voted to realign
the divisions in an effort to gentrate more
interest in the game, which has lost popularity and money. While there might be oome
other problems which need to be addressed,
this is .certainly a step in the right direction
The realignment will help to do two
main things-move teams into divisiom
with teams near them, and send more teams
to the playoffs. Now, giving credit where
creditis due, Mr. Trivial Tiylko is the biggest
baseball fan I know. He loves the game. But
he has two feet in the~ and won't budge.
Go ahead, Trivial! Collect your baseball
cards. Be nostalgic all you want! But if pro
baseball w~ to compete in ttxtay's sports
maiket, the philosophy "change is good" is
needed.
In yesteiyear, baseball was an American institution Eveiybody went to baseball
games. Business meetings occurred behind
third base and eveiy kid wanted tO grow up
to be a Yarikee.Butttxlay,peopledon'thave
the ability to close up shop for all 81 home
games and go to the ball park. Besides, there
are so many games, who cares if you miss
one, or two, or a lot? Before you know it,
you've missed most of the season So what?
Ifyourteam isn't good enough to be in fiJSt.

there will be no championship excitement
for you anyway. By September, ifyourteam
is out of it, they're out ofit
Look at baseball's competition in the
sports marlcet Football, basketball and
hockey. Howmanyteamsdotheysendtothe
playoffs? More than four. And there's always a chance fora team who just squeaked
into post-season play to go all the way. It's
exciting! And, more importantly, it keeps
people watching.
Trivial' s other big complaint is the deterioration ofrivalries. It will take some getting
use to, bu~ after Houston beats up on Cllicago a few times, a nice hatred will be
fonned. And with the way this countiy
jumps on bandwagons, it won't take long to
adjust to the new setup.
Stand and cheer, baseball fans, the majors
are catching up with the modem world.

The thrill is in the chase, not qualifying for
a wild-canl spot With less than a month left
in the I9CJ3 regular season, Atlanta has
zoomed by Sat•Francisco, and Montreal is
tl)'ingto getwithinstriking distanceofRliladelphia. And, heavy drama is being played
out between the foul lines each night for
Toronto, New Yorlc and Baltimore. Next
year, Septemberwillmeannothing, and fans
in Milwaukee, San Diego and Pittsburgh
will still not care. '
Baseball needs to emphasize its beauty,
not water down its product How many
commetcialsfeatureMajorl..eaguebaseball
players?WhenwasthelasttimeCecilFielder,
Ryne Sandbeig or Bany Bonds aweare<I in
a national advenisement?
Baseball doesn't need to revamp itself to
recapture the spirit of being America's national pastime. Rather, it needs to better
. market its stars, action, strategy and drama
I've said it before, change is coming but I
don't have to like it ~cially when the
changes being proposed are unnecessruy.
Enjoy the pennant races, fans, and hold onto
your memories of baseball's beauty. The
greedy, leadership weaken Major League
Baseball owners can't take that away from
us.
Until next week, remember, the sports
beat goes on

Baseball is my favorite sport. And I know
realignment is not going to change my love
for the game. But restructuring is not the
answertothe game's identity problem. Why
fix what isn't broken?
Baseball is not falling apart at the ~ams.
Moving teams into different divisions and
adding wild card teams to the playoffs does
notaddress thedeficiencies in the marlceting
of the sport.
Purists argue realignment destroys divisionalplay. Well,baseball'scurrentmakeup
has only been in place since 1969. So, we
may lose some rivalries, but that's not that
significant But, gutting the JX!nnant race is
wrong:Baseballhasncverpermittedhalfits
teams to qualify for its post-season as does
the NBA and NHL. The playoffs are re. served forthedivisional winners, not abunch
of also-rans that squeak into the post season.
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Recreational Services offers the following
facilities and equipment:
Aerobics
Badminton
Basketball
Disc Golf
Flag Football
Pickleball
Racquetball
Sand Volleyball

ISLAND PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS ...

I

"LIVE"

RUSSELL SlMMONS'

"DEF COMEDY JAM"
SATURDAY, OCT. 2 · AT 8:00 PM

as seen on HBO
now live at the

FREEDOM~'Sj-1
· {t; SM.t

_

FROM

O INq

A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim l •
....

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS

Arena!

ORIENTATION

1

'

The Health Resource Center, l-2PM

TO BE HELD AT:

UCF
Tickets on sale at all
"Ticket Master Outlets"·
at Gayfers,
Mega Movies,
Sound
Warehouse,
Spec's, and
the UCF
Arena or
call for your
tickets today.

Softball
Swimming
Tennis
Track
Volleyball
Walleyball
Wiffleball
Weight Lifting

9-22-93

iI
I

•

ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
~ Undc1'5tand your ha t.it: rcwrdina cigarettes
@ Health effect:; of !)moking

9-29-93

® Building motivation to quit
WANTING TO QUIT

e ''Wiry Do You Smoke" Test
e Begin small grou~ and buddies
e Trigger!) and alternative wping stra~ies--your pl;in of action

2

3

10-6-93

--

QUIT NIGHT

~ Reconfirming decision to quit

,'

10-13-93

@ Panel of ex-smolccrs
@ Help and !)upport: w ntracti; and rewards

Wl~NING

..

STRATEGIES

symptoms ar,d l>enefi\.S of quitting
ee Withdrawal
4&-hour report
Relaxation skills
@ Learn
a%crt. yourself

~·

U>

THE NEW YOU

10-15-93 ! I

jI

-

e Lifestyle change:;

arid Weight Control
e~ Exercise
Soc;ial sit;uations

;)

10-20-93

® Introduction of Maintenance
STAYING OFF
~

@ More relaxation and exercise

ee Coping
stra~ii:s
New !>elf-image

Q

I

II
II
I )

10-27-93

LET'S CELEBRATE

7

(407) 839-3900

~;,..

e Life!'>tylc shifts
~ Evaluation of ~ram
e Graduation and cclct>ration
UCf WELLNESS CENTER
823-5841

' - - - -- -

- - - ---

11-3-93
AMERICAN

:I:
1. LUNG ASSOCIATION• !
ThoC>w_Sal_•

l
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•
• PIZZA• CALZONES •ITALIAN SAUSAGE•

//e,~~//ro·~
'°1TA~IAN
-,--

•

RESTAURANT

2 MILES NORTH OF UCF ON THE CORNER OF ALFAYA TRAIL AND CURRIGAN.
365-4774 (TAKE OUT IS AVAILABLE)

SERVING LUNCH BETWEEN 11 a.m. & 2:30 p.m. M-F
BUFFET LUNCH ALL YOU CAN EAT!
$5.99
SERVING DINNER AT 5 p.m. EVERY NIGHT

•

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF SHOW 1.0. FOR 10% OR 20% DISCOUNT!

AT&T can

help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
in between.

For more information
on any Recreational
Services program stop
.by RS Building #15 (by
the pool) or call 823 2408. For equipment
• availability or racquetball court reservations,
call 823-2391 .

..

Choose AT&T and save.
No matter where you choose to Jive, you can save money on your long distance phone bill with AT&T.
On campus, your administration offers AT&T ACUS'" Service Long Distance savings.
Off campus, choose AT&T as your long distance carrier and save with AT&T Savings Options. Either way,
you'll save money no matter how your calling needs change. Ifs all part 9f The i Plan:~
The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.

•

To sign up, stop by our booth on campus or call
l 800 654-0471, Ext. 4119.

-ATs.T

·

The Central Florida Future
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•

in.season opener.
By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor
"I was very tight for this game,'.'
said head football coach Gene
McDowell. "I knew how hard their
players would fight. I was very concerned."
And after UCF's opening drive in
Saturday's game, McDowell had every right to be concerned. Valdosta
State had already put three points on
the board when UCF took possession.
Knights' quarterback Darin Hinshaw
fumbled the ball, and the Blazers recovered on UCF's 19-yard line. Two
plays later, Valdosta had six more
points.
The turnover-plagued Knights
fumbled
four times. Hinshaw was in.Freshman tailback Mike Huff scampers for two touchdowns against
tercepted
once. "We were ·lucky they
Valdosta State-at the Florida Citrus Bowl Saturday. _(DeHoog/Future)

turned it back over to us enough to
balance it out," McDowell said.
Valdosta gave up the ball three times.
The Knights redeemed themselves
at the beginning of the second quarter,
scoring seven points enroute to a nar- •
row 35-30 victory.
"I was not concerned with us being
able to score enough to win," McDowell
said: "I was worried about stopping
them."
The Knights' defense gave up 410
yards, 382 from the arm of Blazer quarterback Chris Hatcher. The coaches are
concerned about the young UCF defense.
"We started nine kids who have never ..
played in their positions before," said
defensive coordinator Ron McCrone.

FOOTBALL continued page 23

•

Goalie Heather Brann key to Lady
Knights' success this -season?
against average with seven
shutouts and was ranked among
the top ten goalkeepers in the
nation.
The Lady Knights narrowly
Heather Brann returns in
missed a trip to the NCAA tourthe net for the Lady Knights'
nament, losing key games to
soccer
Duke,
team this
Southern
year as a
Methodist
red shirt
and Masjunior.
sachusetts.
"... our expectations
She anEven
are very high."
chors a .
though
UCF dethey will
fense that
retain
Brann
eight start-Heather Brann
says is
ers from
La~y Knight goalie
"even
. last year
better
when they
than last
finished
Year."
14th in the
That's no small claim. In 1992, nation in the NCAA rankings,
Brann boasted a 0.849 goals

By ANDREW VARNON
Staff Writer

_,,

, THE WEEK IN REVIEW...

the Lady Knights begin this .
season unranked in the nation
and seventh in the South region. Brann feels they aren't
being given the respect they
deserve.
"Pr lot of people don't think
we're going to do very much
this year. but our own expectations ar~very high. I think we 're
going to surprise a lot of those·
people."
"Last year, we didri 't seem
to be playing with enough
heart," says Brann. "It was
hard near the end of the season
to keep our minds on the field."
This year, however, the
Lady Knights return with anew *
sense of unity.
"Some of us have stepped

BRANN continued page 25

Goalkeeper Heather Brann has been sparkling in the net
for UCF through the first two games.(DeHoog/Future)

although only trailing by 1-0 at the half.

WOMEN'S SOCCER@ STETSON, Sept. 8

VOLLEYBALL @ Clemson Invitational, Sept. 10-11

Final: UCF 12, Stetson 0
UCF goals: Kelly Stout (3), Amy Geltz (2), Kelly
Kochevar (2), Jennifer O'Connor, Tiffany Schreiner,
Kerry Musante, Dana Hoover, Stephanie Gringer
UCF in the net: Brann 1 save
Records: UCF 2-0, Stetson 0-2
Sophomore Kelly Stout led the scoring charge as UCF
romped TAAC foe Stetson Wednesday 12-0. This is
Stetson's first year of competition in women's soccer,
with only one senior and four sophomores leading a large
contingent of freshman.

Clemson def. UCF 8-15, 15-4, 11-15, 15-1, 15-12
Auburn def. UCF 15-10, 15-10, 15-8
UCF def. Drexel 15-5, 15-8, 16-18, 15-5
UCF def. UNC-Asheville 15-8, 15-5, 15-4
UCF finished third in the tournament. Emily Bridson
was named to the all-tournament team.

VOLLEYBALL VS. BARRY, Sept. 8
UCF def. Barry 15-11, 15-7, 8-15, 15-5
Miriam Metzcus continues to pace the Knights by
leading the team in kills with 75.
MEN'S SOCCER@U of TAMPA, Sept.11
Fmal: Tampa 3, UCF 0
UCF goals: none
UCF in the net Menard 3 goals against, 4 saves
Records: UCF 1-2, Tampa 1-0
UCF fell victim to a hat trick by Tampa's Adrian Bush .

•

Wednesday
Volleyball vs Jacksonville 7 p.m.
Friday
Volleyball vs College of Charleston 7 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY@ Miami Invitational, Sept.11
Top three Knights: Erik Lipham 7th 22: 17
Rene Plusencic 10th 22:44
Brian Wenhold 15th 23:37
Top three Lady Knights: Jeanne Lesniak 5th 20: 10
Tiffany Hill 10th 21:14
Lorena Valenzula 12th 21:32
Both the men's and women's teams finished second out
of five teams. The men ran five miles, the women ran
five kilometers.

Saturday
Women's Soccer@ North Carolina 1 p.m.
Men's Rugby@ U. of Miami 2 p.m.
Men's Soccer@ Mercer 3 p.m.
Football @ East Carolina 4 p.m.

CORRECTION
Didier Menard,_not Mike Drew, started in goal for the
Knights during UCF's 1-0 loss to Florida Atlantic Sept.
5.
Compiled by Scott Ginchere~m and Andrew Varnon

Sunday
Women's Soccer@ Duke @ Chapel
Hill N.C. 12:30 p.m.

